INTRODUCTION
As compared to a conventional towed streamer survey, an OBC technique provides an opportunity to acquire wide azimuth and high fold dataset having long offset. However, it is generally time-consuming and costly. As a result, OBC seismic data are often sparsely and irregularly sampled although dense and symmetrical acquisition is ideal.
Strong Scholte waves are detrimental in OBC seismic data offshore Abu Dhabi because of shallow water depth and hard seabed mainly consisting of calcarenite. Compared to other signals, they are characterized by significantly higher amplitude, lower frequency and lower apparent velocity along with dispersive and multi-modal nature. Because of equipment and operational constraints, receiver and source sampling intervals are relatively sparse. Thus, Scholte waves are generally aliased with typical sampling intervals of OBC survey. Additionally, near-surface heterogeneity offshore Abu Dhabi often introduces large lateral velocity variation. Two types of noises associated with Scholte waves: (1) direct and (2) scattered ones, constitute one of the most fundamental challenges in OBC seismic data processing offshore Abu Dhabi.
Wide azimuth sampling often enhances illumination and imaging, particularly for obscured and complex target, and subsequent analysis can provide insight into reservoir properties. However, OBC seismic data offshore Abu Dhabi suffer insufficient sampling in crossline direction due mainly to sparse receiver line interval and multi-receiver-line roll geometries along with relatively short source line length with interleaving option. This results in spatial variation of offset, azimuth and fold distributions.
In order to address them, model-based Scholte wave elimination using SWAMI for both direct and scattered energy is applied. Data interpolation is then performed using MPFI to deal with spatial sampling irregularities in the data.
SCHOLTE WAVES ATTNUATION
SWAMI starts with spatially continuous analysis on characteristics of Scholte waves such as the number of modes, ranges of frequency and wave-lengths, allowing estimation of the local dispersion (Strobbia et al., 2011) . This enables prediction of Scholte wave noise model through inversion process for both direct and scattered energy. The attenuation is then performed by adaptive subtraction of estimated noise from recorded data.
SUMMARY
Due mainly to commercial and operational constraints, seismic data are often sparsely and irregularly sampled, leading to several challenges in processing of 3D OBC seismic data offshore Abu Dhabi. Conventional linear noise attenuation techniques are not effective with Scholte waves as they are usually aliased with typical sampling interval in 3D OBC seismic data, and sometimes scattered because of near-surface heterogeneity. To address this, we apply model-based surface wave attenuation, Surface Wave Analysis Modeling and Inversion (SWAMI), which enables an estimate of local near-surface properties by analysing dispersion curves. Thus, both direct and scattered Scholte waves are effectively modelled and attenuated without suffering a lack of spatial sampling. We also highlight the shortcomings of the application of interferometry to scattered noise attenuation for sparse acquisition geometry. Matching Pursuit Fourier Interpolation (MPFI) is then implemented to deal with insufficient sampling in crossline direction caused by acquisition geometry. MPFI employs anti-aliasing capability so optimum data reconstruction can be performed for any frequency ranges. In addition to regularization aspect, MPFI with 5D implementation (4 spatial coordinates and time) is targeted to densify receiver line interval and extend source lines, which consequently enhances fold, offset and azimuth distributions of the data. Figure 1 shows the result of SWAMI for direct Scholte waves which was applied to hydrophone and geophone data separately prior to PZ summation. Since the technique solely targets to Scholte waves unlike conventional approaches which remove all energy, potentially including un-desired signals, within specified parameter ranges. The method does not involve multi-channel filtering to the input data so a noise model can be generated including aliased components. By analysing dispersion curves, frequency-dependent velocity for each Scholte wave mode can be estimated properly. Consequently, direct Scholte waves are effectively attenuated without suffering from complex nature of Scholte waves.
Once the Scholte wave propagation properties are estimated, near-surface velocity variations responsible for the scattering can be identified (Strobbia et al., 2012) . Based on integration of the contributions from possible scattering points, all relevant traces are generated, and then subtractions of scattered noises existing only in recorded data are performed. The use of seismic interferometry, allowing prediction of source-toreceiver scattered surface waves, is also considered as an effective approach in a land survey. In this respect, we applied adaptive Model Driven Interferometry (MDI) which is a modified form of seismic interferometry allowing wavefields between source and receiver to be predicted by replacing one of inputs to a model (Halliday et al., 2011) . However, relatively sparse source sampling in the data often hampers its application. Figure 2 shows the results of SWAMI and MDI for scattered Scholte waves attenuation. MDI employs limited effectiveness of scattered noise attenuation whereas SWAMI enables attenuation of complex scattered Scholte waves even with a sparsely sampled acquisition geometry.
INTERPOLATION
MPFI is an iterative process that estimates the Fourier spectrum of any desired locations (Schonewille et al., 2013) . For each frequency, significant components in the spatial Fourier domain are iteratively identified and added to the estimated spectrum. After repeating this process for all frequencies, the interpolated data at the desired location is produced via inverse discrete Fourier transform. Although the method employs anti-aliasing capabilities, further improvement is achieved by prior constraints derived from the lower frequency energies in the frequency-wavenumber space and applied to higher frequency components to select true events.
In addition to regularization perspective, the application of MPFI was targeted to two aspects: (1) extension of source lines and (2) densification of receiver lines. The process was performed in CMP domain with 5D implementation. Figure 3 shows Offset Vector Tile (OVT) stacks before and after MPFI. Each OVT has its own respective offset and azimuth values and the number of fully populated OVTs is essentially equal to the number of fold. Thus, OVT stacks can describe offset, azimuth and fold distributions of the survey. Through the interpolation using interleaved source lines from two patches on both sides, source lines are effectively extended and consistently populated, allowing utilisation of longer crossline offsets. Figure 4 shows the results of 5D MPFI on OVT gathers. Two gathers employ equivalent offset and azimuth values. With interpolation, data are successfully reconstructed, and no acquisition gap is observed.
With densification of receiver line interval by half, the number of crossline fold is doubled, by which similar inline and crossline sampling is obtained. Figure 5 shows Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) around target level. Since the number of fold is essentially doubled with MPFI, interpolated data shows significant improvement of SNR for all usable frequency ranges. Figure 6 shows a comparison of stack sections between with and without MPFI. Because of enhancement of offset, azimuth and fold distributions, interpolated data clearly shows better stack responses. Auto horizon picking was performed using exactly the same parameters and seed point. With MPFI, a horizon can be easily propagated, and the size of picked area becomes 35 % larger in this case. This indicates MPFI leads to a certain improvement of horizon continuity.
Acquisition geometry footprint manifests as stripes on time slices of a seismic cube. Their periodicities normally coincide with source and receiver line intervals. Most fundamental and critical efforts of footprint attenuation tend to be made in the wavenumber domain. With denser line interval after MPFI, better separation between acquisition footprint and other signals can be expected in this domain. 
CONCLUSIONS
SWAMI for both direct and scattered Scholte waves and 5D MPFI are successfully implemented to address processing Innovative processing approaches to overcome sampli ng sparseness and irregularity of 3D OBC seismic data offshore Abu Dhabi S. Nakayama, M.A. Benson, T. Matarid, K. Belaid M. Garden and D. Zarubov challenges related to insufficient spatial sampling in 3D OBC seismic data offshore Abu Dhabi.
SWAMI effectively deals with complex properties of Scholte waves, which consequently attenuates both direct and scattered ones. Since the technique is model-based, it can handle sparsely and irregularly sampled data without any processing artefacts.
MPFI with 5D implementation dramatically improves offset, azimuth and fold distributions of OBC seismic data. The several aspects of values of interpolation are highlighted such as improvement of SNR, stack response and horizon continuity as illustrated. Additionally, the interpolated data provides great potential to subsequent processes such as denoise, de-multiple, velocity analysis and imaging. This also can yield insight into reservoir properties via azimuthal anisotropy analysis which is not feasible using the data without interpolation.
The results enhance the value of sparsely and irregularly sampled OBC seismic data offshore Abu Dhabi, and indicate a possibility that seismic data with insufficient spatial sampling could achieve an equivalent data quality to dense and full azimuth survey. This consequently allows us to ease survey requirements related to spatial sampling criteria. 
